
E
arly September 2004 had proved to be a
quiet time for migrants in the Western
Isles and it seemed that 5th September

2004 would be just another Sunday. Conse-
quently, our expectations were low and it
seemed that the best bet for birding success on
Lewis lay with the possibility of finding an
American wader. But we began the day by
checking woodland around Stornoway where a
Firecrest Regulus ignicapilla had been reported.
Having failed to find it, we moved on towards
the west coast of the island, stopping at various
points along the way; by mid afternoon,
however, we had little to show for our efforts
other than a Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus and a
single Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa. We
pressed on to the Butt of Lewis, intending to
check the pools at the headland for waders and
spend some time seawatching. But that was
about as far as we got that day.

Immediately upon our arrival at the Butt of
Lewis lighthouse, at around 14.30 hrs, we
noticed a large hirundine flying around the
cliffs in front of us, and soon realised that it was
something rather different! It was obviously
larger than all the European hirundines, and
showed a pale collar, dark brown upperparts,
and greyish-brown breast and flanks that con-
trasted with a pale belly. We were perplexed,
although we realised that we had something
exciting on our hands; it was fortunate that the
bird then landed on a wire inside the lighthouse

compound, where we were able to observe it
through telescopes. On closer examination, SPC
noticed a pale blue sheen on the bird’s mantle
and right ‘shoulder’ and the realisation dawned
that it could only be a Purple Martin Progne
subis! While MJW began to set up his video
equipment, SPC and TCRG moved to the other
side of the compound to view the bird face-on.
From this angle, a number of other plumage
details could be seen, including fine streaking to
the lower breast, belly and undertail-coverts,
and a large, broad bill with a distinctly decurved
upper mandible. Once the bill shape was seen,
SPC and TCRG became confident that the
initial identification was correct; both had pre-
viously seen the species overseas on several
occasions. The words ‘It’s a Purple Martin!’ were
repeated in disbelief for the next ten minutes or
so!

Since we had no relevant field guide to hand,
and realising both the significance of the find
and that the identification needed to be con-
firmed, we began to make telephone calls to
friends. MJW contacted Tom McKinney at
‘Birdnet’ and, from our description, he was able
to check references and confirm the identifica-
tion. We had already called Martin Scott (MS)
and, shortly afterwards, he arrived at the light-
house and soon agreed with our identification,
also having seen the species abroad.

The Purple Martin remained faithful to the
vicinity of the lighthouse and the nearby cliffs
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for much of the day. In the rather dull and over-
cast conditions, it often flew close to the ground
to feed, frequently coming within a few metres
of the small group of observers who had gath-
ered to see it. During this period, it also gave
prolonged views as it perched on overhead
wires and this presented an ideal opportunity to
photograph it. On one occasion during the
afternoon, it flew out to sea towards the north-
east until it was almost lost from sight, before
returning to feed over a nearby pool. It con-
tinued to fly around the headland until dusk,
when it presumably went to roost.

The three of us, along with MS and Andy
Robinson (AR), were present at the lighthouse
early the following morning in the hope that
the martin would still be there. Conditions were
rather dull and misty, and there was no sign of
the bird when we arrived. Despite this,
Common Starlings Sturnus vulgaris were only
just departing from their roost, so there was still
cause for optimism. Shortly after 07.30 hrs the
Purple Martin appeared, much to the excite-
ment of AR, who had spent the previous day
visiting Harris – without a mobile phone! The

news was immediately broadcast to ensure that
those who were already on their way to Lewis
knew that the bird was still present.

As the morning air began to warm, the mist
cleared and the Purple Martin began to range
farther afield than it had the previous day; a
small hill a few hundred metres south of the
lighthouse proved to be a good vantage point
from which to watch its movements. At about
08.50 hrs, just as a Eurasian Sparrowhawk
Accipiter nisus shot past, the bird was lost from
sight and was still missing when the first visitors
from the mainland arrived. Fortunately, it was
relocated by TCRG, much to the relief of the
visitors, just after 10.00 hrs, flying near Eoropie
village, a kilometre or so to the south of the
lighthouse. By now the morning was warm and
sunny with a light easterly wind and the bird
generally fed over nearby fields and occasionally
overhead.

The bird remained over Eoropie and the sur-
rounding fields for almost three hours but at
12.45 hrs, it climbed to about 30 m in the now
clear blue sky and headed off to the south.
Fewer than 50 birders had made it from the
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63–66. Juvenile Purple Martin Progne subis, Butt of Lewis,Western Isles, September 2004.
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mainland in time. Unfortunately, another 50 or
so arrived just after its departure. Despite con-
siderable searching, the martin was not
found/seen again, although with so many
birders combing the area it came as little sur-
prise when a Buff-breasted Sandpiper Tryngites
subruficollis was found in the vicinity of the
lighthouse, emphasising yet again just how
good, and under-watched, the Western Isles are
for rare and scarce birds.

Detailed description
The following description is based on notes
taken by SPC.

General appearance and jizz
Clearly a martin, but noticeably large and with
a conspicuous pale collar contrasting with dark
brown upperparts. Flight was strong, with
rather slow wingbeats. It was often watched
gliding for relatively long distances before
‘stooping’ and flying close to the ground, some-
times recalling a small female Merlin Falco
columbarius. When perched, the bird’s peaked-
crown appearance was reminiscent of certain
American Myiarchus and Contopus flycatchers,
especially when viewed side-on.

Head and neck 
A thick black eye-stripe contrasted with a
brown forehead and darker, sooty-brown
crown. The eye-stripe tapered behind the eye to
form a wedge and gave the bird a ‘masked’
effect. A bluish sheen was noted twice along the
lower edge of the crown when the bird was
viewed face-on, but was visible only in good
light. The nape was also sooty-brown. The chin
and throat were greyish-brown with fine darker
streaking.

Upperparts 
Mantle, rump and uppertail-coverts were dark
brown. A bluish sheen was noted on the upper
mantle occasionally. The tail had a shallow fork
and was dark brown with pale edges to the
uppertail-coverts. The upperwing was dark
brown with buff-brown tips to the greater
coverts, pale tips to the secondaries and very
fine pale tips to the primaries. When the bird
was perched, the wing-tips extended just
beyond the tail, by two or three primary tips.

On one occasion (which led to the initial
identification of the bird), a bluish tinge was
noted on the right shoulder (scapulars) when

the bird was perched, although this was very
faint.

Underparts 
Dirty white, with extensive brownish blotches
and streaks forming a band on the upper breast,
which contrasted with the pale collar. The
breast was marked with dark brown streaks,
these becoming finer on the belly, and there
were brown blotches along the flanks. The
undertail-coverts were finely streaked with
small dark ‘arrowheads’, and a pale brownish
band across the vent was quite noticeable. The
underwings were dark sooty-brown with
blackish axillaries. The undertail feathers were
dark brown, although they appeared black most
of the time, especially in flight.

Bare parts 
The eye was dark. The relatively long bill was
black, thick and broad-based, which was partic-
ularly apparent when seen head-on. The upper
mandible was distinctively curved downwards.
Leg colour was not seen.

Identification
Purple Martin is a particularly distinctive
species. It is the largest member of the genus
Progne (in fact, it is the largest of all
hirundines), which comprises nine species with
New World distributions; and is the only one
that breeds across temperate North America
(Clements 2000). Male Purple Martin is rela-
tively straightforward to separate from males of
these other species, while females and juveniles
are the only members of the genus to show a
pronounced greyish collar and contrastingly
paler forehead. As the accompanying photo-
graphs illustrate (plates 63–66), these features,
together with the birds’ large size and robust
structure, readily establish the identification of
the Lewis bird as Purple Martin.

Three races of Purple Martin are recognised.
The widespread nominate form breeds across
much of eastern North America, north to
southern Canada, west to Montana and central
Texas and south to the highlands of central
Mexico. This form is replaced in southern
Arizona and western Mexico by P. s. hesperia. To
the west, the nominate form is replaced by P. s.
arboricola, which breeds along the west coast of
the USA, and north to southern British
Columbia.

Male Purple Martins take two years to attain
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the purple plumage, but breed in their second
calendar-year in a female-like plumage. Adult
males of the three races have identical plumage
characters, although the western races may
show less purple on the underparts (Hill 2002).
Otherwise, they are separable only on measure-
ments, hesperia being slightly smaller than the
nominate form while arboricola averages larger.
Females of both hesperia and arboricola are gen-
erally paler than those of nominate subis and, in
particular, appear paler on the underparts and
on the forehead. In addition, they both show a
greyish-white collar which is typically paler
than that of females of the nominate form, and
can appear whitish on some individuals (Hill
2002). Although it seems likely that the Lewis
Purple Martin was of the nominate race, it has
not been possible to establish the racial identifi-
cation with certainty from the descriptions and
photographs available.

The remaining eight species of Progne occur
throughout Central and South America and are
considered most unlikely to occur as vagrants to
Europe, although four species have strayed
north to the USA. Of these four, three are
known only from specimens collected in the
late nineteenth century; clearly they do not
stray north of their respective breeding ranges
regularly. Grey-breasted Martin P. chalybea has
occurred in Texas on two occasions, in 1880 and
1889, but breeds regularly in northern Mexico
to within 150 km of the Texan border. Cuban
Martin P. cryptoleuca and Southern Martin P.
elegans have each occurred once, both at Key
West, Florida, in 1895 and 1890, respectively.
More recently, vagrant Brown-chested Martins
P. tapera reached Massachusetts in June 1983,
and Cape May, New Jersey, in November 1997
(Hill 2002). In addition, Caribbean Martin P.
dominicensis has strayed north to Bermuda on
at least one occasion (Wingate 1964).

Related weather events in September 2004 
Purple Martin is one of the earliest migrants to
depart from North America, with most birds
moving south from the USA by late August, at a
time when Atlantic depressions usually lack the
intensity to seriously affect landbird migration
or result in transatlantic vagrancy. In late
August 2004, however, the eastern seaboard of
the USA was affected by the passage of Hurri-
cane Gaston, and it seems certain that this
storm was responsible for the appearance of the
Lewis Purple Martin, and another on Flores,

Azores, on 6th September 2004 (Birding World
17: 381–389).

As Hurricane Gaston moved north along the
eastern seaboard of the USA, it maintained
warm, humid weather across the easternmost
states by delaying the eastward movement of a
cold front. By 31st August, this front accelerated
eastwards as the storm moved away, preceded
by strong, warm, southwest winds. As the storm
was absorbed into a developing depression over
Newfoundland on 1st September, the winds in
this warm sector intensified and extended
rapidly across the North Atlantic to reach
Ireland and western Scotland on 3rd. The
Purple Martin could easily have been swept
eastwards in this windflow at speeds up to 28
m/s, and crossed the North Atlantic probably
within 36 hours, under a shield of dense cloud
close to the frontal system, perhaps making
landfall in Scotland a day or two prior to its dis-
covery. The bird on the Azores on 6th could
have departed the USA on a more southerly
track and perhaps was later able to reorient into
the lighter winds and broken cloud of a slow-
moving anticyclone over the Azores region.

Such an early date for transatlantic vagrancy
is highly unusual. Only 1% of all North Amer-
ican landbird vagrants reaching Britain &
Ireland in autumn since 1967 have occurred in
the first week of September (Elkins in prep.).
However, Purple Martins leave their breeding
range in August and tend to concentrate along
the coast (Turner & Rose 1989); is it possible
that individuals migrating towards the end of
their normal passage period are more predis-
posed to displacement? So, although the timing
of the arrival of the Purple Martin on Lewis was
exceptionally early for a Nearctic landbird to
reach Europe, it does coincide nicely with the
species’ early departure from the USA.

Transatlantic vagrancy by North American
hirundines
Six species of swallow and martin breed widely
throughout eastern North America, and all are
long-distance migrants, although some Tree
Swallows Tachycineta bicolor overwinter in
Florida. Of these, only Tree Swallow and Cliff
Swallow Petrochelidon pyrrhonota have previ-
ously reached Britain, with two (spring) and
nine (autumn) accepted records, respectively, to
December 2005, although birds from the
Nearctic populations of Barn Swallow Hirundo
rustica and Sand Martin (Bank Swallow)
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Riparia riparia could have occurred but been
overlooked among their Palearctic counter-
parts. In fact, the discovery of two Barn Swal-
lows of the distinctive North American form H.
r. erythrogaster, along with three Tree Swallows,
on Flores, Azores, in late October 2005 (Jiguet
& Zucca 2005), suggests that this may well be
the case. Despite being common and wide-
spread, it is surprising just how few North
American hirundines have occurred in Britain
when compared with, for example, the number
of North American wood-warblers (Parulidae)
(125 between 1954 and 2005), and Red-eyed
Vireos Vireo olivaceus (103 between 1962 and
2005) (Fraser et al. 2007). Being powerful fliers
perhaps enables hirundines to cope better with
the initial displacement, and then to reorientate
towards New World wintering regions? 

Previous claims
There have been at least four previous claims of
Purple Martin from Britain & Ireland, all of
them during the nineteenth century. In each
case, there appeared to be sufficient doubt sur-
rounding the circumstances or insufficient evi-
dence to support the record (see Editorial
comment, below). The outline details of the
rejected claims are as follows:

1839 or 1840. Kingstown, Dublin, no date.
Specimen now held at the Museum of Science
and Art, Dublin. In their review of North Amer-
ican landbirds in western Europe, Alexander &
Fitter (1955) commented that ‘most writers
have sheltered behind “said to have been” shot
in Ireland’ but add that ‘No evidence is adduced
to show that it might have been shot anywhere
else.’

1842. Brent Reservoir, Middlesex (now Greater
London). Two Purple Martins, an adult male
and a juvenile male, were said to have been shot
by John Calvert in September 1842. The speci-
men of the adult male is now held at Booth
Museum, Brighton. Harting (1866) considered
that this record may have been fraudulent, and

commented that Calvert had bought skins of
American birds, which he later relaxed for
mounting in Britain.

1854. West Colne Bridge, near Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire, no date. Alexander & Fitter
(1955) commented that ‘the Huddersfield
record is not now provable’.

1878. Colchester, Essex, 26th September
(Christy 1890).
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EDITORIAL COMMENT Colin Bradshaw, Chairman of the British Birds Rarities Committee, com-
mented: ‘The finders of this bird didn’t have it easy. Purple Martin is one of those species that birders
who travel in North America have seen many of but rarely studied, particularly in the appropriate
plumage. Most British birders who have seen Purple Martins will have watched them in spring at



places like High Island, Texas, or Point Pelee, Ontario, when they are around their grandiose nesting
towers. We all vow to come back and look at them more closely but few of us ever get round to it as,
after all, there is not much to confuse them with in North America. It is even less likely that you will
develop familiarity with this species in the autumn, as Purple Martin is an early migrant, most birds
already having passed through Cape May, New Jersey, by the beginning of September.

‘It’s debatable whether watching this species in spring helps much when identifying a British
vagrant in juvenile plumage, particularly if the situation doesn’t allow direct size comparisons with
other hirundines. Juvenile Purple Martin is an odd-looking beast; large and stocky with dusky upper-
parts and breast, pale belly, dark face and a grey collar – it doesn’t look at all like an adult male and not
even that much like an adult female. If you got the size wrong and saw this bird on a wire, you could
easily talk yourself into thinking that you were watching a juvenile Cliff Swallow, which has that same
bulky duskiness – although the absence of a pale rump would be a giveaway when it flew.’

Bob McGowan, Chairman of the British Ornithologists’ Union Records Committee, commented:
‘In BOURC’s September 2005 press release on the admission of Purple Martin to the British List,
Chairman Eric Meek rightly described the bird’s discovery on Lewis as “one of the outstanding birding
moments of recent years”.

‘From BOURC’s viewpoint, the quality of the submitted descriptions and photographs left no
doubt as to the bird’s identity as a juvenile Purple Martin. The nominate form P. s. subis is the most
likely transatlantic migrant, with its wider and more easterly distribution. As subspecies are largely
separated by size, it was not possible to assign the Lewis bird to a particular race. The Lewis bird and
one on the Azores on 6th September 2004 represent the first and second records for the Western
Palearctic.

‘It is curious that there were a number of nineteenth-century claims of this species from the British
Isles but none thereafter until the present record. Details on these historical reports are sketchy and
often rely on second-hand accounts. Only two records of Purple Martin have appeared in the British
List, Dublin 1840 and Huddersfield 1854 (BOU 1915); however, they are listed in an appendix of
species “which have been recorded as having been found in the British Isles, but on evidence which the
Committee does not regard as entirely satisfactory”. Consequently, the species was not mentioned in
the BOU’s 4th edition of the Check-list of the Birds of Great Britain and Ireland (BOU 1952).

‘The 1842 record of two at Brent Reservoir, Middlesex, has always been doubted, as Yarrell was
apparently misled on their provenance (Harting 1866, 1901; Dalgleish 1880). Referring to the speci-
men in Frederick Bond’s collection, Harting (1889) wrote “no-one now believes the story; and there
can be no doubt, from the result of enquiries made, that Yarrell’s credulity was imposed upon”.
Regarding the 1878 Colchester report, Christy (1890) quoted Bree as stating that a Captain Dugmore
saw one at the barrack exercising ground around 26th September; he comments that this is “very
unsatisfactory”. Furthermore, Christy mentioned another third-hand account of one shot around forty
years earlier on the Stour. To add to the list of doubtful records, one was reputedly shot near Maccles-
field, Cheshire (no date), and sold in 1861 (Harting 1901).

‘In summary, the majority of nineteenth-century reports lacked credibility, even when first men-
tioned in the literature. Many natural-history dealers and taxidermists were supported by a lucrative
trade in birds during that era, and frauds were not unknown. The terminology used by the authors of
the reports of Purple Martin indicates that fraud was suspected, or known, in at least one case. Hence,
only the Dublin and Huddersfield occurrences were listed by BOU, but only in an appendix of unsatis-
factory records. Likewise, Freke (1880) cites only the Dublin and Huddersfield occurrences.

‘The two confirmed Western Palearctic records in 2005 lend some veracity to the earlier claim of a
suspected juvenile on the Azores in September 1996 and perhaps also to the Dublin record, viewed
sceptically at the time because transatlantic vagrancy by Purple Martin was considered improbable
(Saunders 1899; Ussher & Warren 1900).’
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